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MeMAD: Our Work Package

• Development of multilingual machine translation with 
multimodal input.

• Implementation and training of neural machine translation 
models with non-symbolic interlingual representations 
covering at least six EU languages, both minor and major.

• Development of discourse-oriented machine translation 
optimised for the dynamics of the narrative in the 
audiovisual data streams.

• Providing support for cross-lingual content retrieval 
based on automatic content analysis.
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We must be mad!
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What Have We Done So Far?

WMT 2018 multimodal translation task
• best system for English - French (+ 3.5 BLEU)
• best system for English - German (+ 6.0 BLEU)
• Wow! … but is the system really multimodel?

IWSLT 2018 speech-to-text translation
• pipeline approach: ASR + text-based MT
• end-to-end model not yet useful



Translate English to ASR-English

Original: Because in the summer of 2006, the 
E.U. Commission tabled a directive.

ASR-like: because in the summer of two thousand and six 
you commission tabled a directive 

Original: I'm a child of 1984,
ASR-like: i am a child of nineteen eighty four

Original: Stasi was the secret police in East Germany.
ASR-like: stars he was the secret police in east germany 
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Research Question:
Can we use translations as implicit supervision    
for learning abstract meaning representations?

Hypothesis:
Increasing linguistic diversity 
improves abstraction

BitextsasSemanticMirrorsBitextsasSemanticMirrors

Jörg Tiedemann (Uppsala University), Lonneke van der Plas (University of Stuttgart) and Begoña Villada Moirón (Oracle)

The Amazing Utility of Parallel Corpora

Bitexts as Semantic Mirrors

Word sense disambiguation
Honey / Darling:
English: To some land flowing with milk and honey!
German: ln ein Land, in dem Milch und Honig fließen!
Swedish: Till ett land fullt av mjölk och honung.

English: What are you waiting for, honey?
German: Worauf wartest du, Schatz?
Swedish: Vad väntar du på, älskling?

Word sense discovery

(Dyvik et. al)

Lexico-Semantic Relations

You shall know a word by the company it keeps.

(Firth, 1957)

• Distributional similarity
• Use aligned translations as context
• Find lexical items that share translations
• Similarity measures (e.g. cosine)

Dutch: lente voorjaar jaar najaar ...
DA: forår 94 379 5
DE: Frühjahr 261 1447 5 0 ...
EN: spring 396 1753 0 0 ...
EN: early 34 28 0 0 ...
EN: year 0 64 67510 0 ...
EN: autumn 0 0 0 1296 ...
SV: vår 42 238 3 0 ...
... ... ... ... ... ...

! “lente” & “voorjaar” = synonyms in Dutch

• Extract synonyms (even for MWE’s)
• Domain-specific terminology
• Query expansion in IR and QA

Good Applications for Crummy Word Alignment

Urgent change is required today .

dringttijdDe om de veranderingen tot stand te brengen .

Example of a confused word alignment (IBM model 4 in two directions)

Idiomatic Expressions

• non-compositional meaning
• aligned translations = “semantic annotation”
• problematic word alignment ! MWE?

Procedure
• extract MWE candidates

– support verb constructions (VB+PP)
– measure association (log-likelihood, ...)
– test set: 200 top candidates

• GIZA++ alignment (src2trg, trg2src, refined)
• default translations = most frequent links
• re-rank according to the following metrics:

Average Translation Entropy
Measure alignment uncertainty:

H(T |S) = � 1

|S|
X

s2S

X

t2T

P (t|s)logP (t|s) (1)

Proportion of Default Word Alignments
Measure compositionality in translation:

pda(S, T ) =

P
s2S

P
d2Ds

align_freq(s, d)
P

s2S

P
t2T align_freq(s, t)

(2)

Evaluation
Uninterpolated Average Precision:

UAP =

P
Sc=ok

P (S1..Sc

)
P

Sc=ok

1

Results for Dutch

Using Europarl data
Score NL-EN NL-ES NL-DE

entropy 0.864 0.892 0.907
- w/o prepositions 0.906 0.923 0.932
pda 0.891 0.894 0.894
- w/o prepositions 0.897 0.917 0.905
baseline 0.755 0.755 0.755

Examples
rank pda entropy MWE triple
1 9.80 8.3585 ok breng tot stand ’create’
2 9.24 8.0923 ok breng naar voren ’bring up’
3 16.40 7.8741 ok kom in aanmerking ’qualify’
4 15.33 7.8426 ok kom tot stand ’come about’
5 8.70 7.4973 ok stel aan orde ’bring under discussion’
6 5.65 7.4661 ok ga te werk ’act unfairly’
7 17.46 7.4057 ok kom aan bod ’get a chance’
8 9.38 7.1762 ok ga van start ’proceed’
9 14.15 7.1009 ok stel aan kaak ’expose’
10 18.75 7.0321 ok breng op gang ’get going’
11 13.00 6.9304 ok kom ten goede ’benefit’
...
105 35.95 4.6380 * houd met daar
106 34.86 4.6215 * ga om zaak
107 28.33 4.5846 ok kom tot overeenstemming
108 6.06 4.5715 ok breng in handel
109 35.62 4.5370 * ga om bedrag
110 22.58 4.5089 * blijk uit feit
...
195 82.20 1.7944 * stem tegen verslag
196 80.49 1.6443 * schep van baan
197 86.17 1.4260 * stem tegen resolutie
198 85.56 1.1779 * dank voor antwoord
199 90.55 1.0398 * ontvang overeenkomstig artikel
200 87.88 1.0258 * recht van vrouw
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Found in Translation
Natural Language Understanding with cross-lingual grounding

Goals:

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/found-in-translation/
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http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/
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Training with Indo-European Languages

(PCA)



Rough clusters of language families

Training with 972 Languages

(t-SNE plot)



Questions?



Data-Driven Language Typology?



MeMAD@WMT2018

Collaboration between
• Aalto University
• University of Helsinki
• EURECOM

Paper accepted to Conference for Machine Translation
• Preprint available https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10802v2
• Open-Source, code available on github Waino/OpenNMT-

py (branch develop_mmod)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10802v2
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10802v2
https://github.com/Waino/OpenNMT-py/tree/develop_mmod
https://github.com/Waino/OpenNMT-py/tree/develop_mmod
https://github.com/Waino/OpenNMT-py/tree/develop_mmod
https://github.com/Waino/OpenNMT-py/tree/develop_mmod


MeMAD@WMT2018

Submitted system:
• Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture 
• Global image features extracted from Detectron, a pre-

trained object detection and localization neural network.
• Multi-lingual training: a single model trained to translate 

into both languages simultaneously, then finetuned for 
each language separately.

• Ensemble of 3 independently trained models.
Data:
• multi30k, filtered OpenSubtitles2018
• automatically translated MS-COCO image captions



WMT2018: English-French



WMT2018: English-German



MeMAD@IWSLT2018

Automatic speech recognition
• Hybrid TDNN-HMM ASR based on Kaldi

ASR-output translation
• transformer model (MarianNMT)
• ASR of TED data
• English-to-ASR-like English translation model for 

translating OpenSubtitles2018

End-to-end model
• work in progress ...



Translate English to ASR-English

Original: Because in the summer of 2006, the 
E.U. Commission tabled a directive.

ASR-like: because in the summer of two thousand and six 
you commission tabled a directive 

Original: I'm a child of 1984,
ASR-like: i am a child of nineteen eighty four

Original: Stasi was the secret police in East Germany.
ASR-like: stars he was the secret police in east germany 



MeMAD@IWSLT2018

Results on dev set

Results on test set 2018


